
Design and Analysis of Experiments, HW 3

Due Friday, December 21, 4:00 PM

Instructions: The instructions for this hw are the same as those for HW 1 which is posted
on the course website. Your are free to work on this hw with others but the final work must
be your own.

1: In this problem you will analyze the data for the Randomized Complete Block (RCB)
experiment in example 4.1., a copy of which was handed out in class. Duplicate the author’s
analysis of these data as follows:

i. Write out the effects model for this problem and clearly identify each term in your model.

ii. In order to determine if yields differ with respect to extrusion pressure what hypotheses
should you test? State these hypotheses in terms of parameters/effects from your model
in part i.

iii. Open the data set for this problem

www.rose-hulman.edu/~inlow/veins.MTW

and, after stacking the data as we discussed in class using Minitab’s Data -> Stack

routine, analyze the data using Stat -> ANOVA -> General Linear Model. Be sure
to specify that the blocks/batches are a random effect. As always, as per the hw
instructions, be sure to include a copy of the Minitab ANOVA output in your hw. Your
ANOVA table should agree with the author’s analysis in table 4.4 in your handout.
What do you conclude with respect to your hypotheses in part ii? What do you conclude
about the usefulness of blocking?

iv. From your analysis in part iii it is clear that we reject the null hypothesis of no relation-
ship between extrusion pressure and yield. Use Tukey’s procedure to determine which
extrusion pressures differ with respect to average yield at α

′ = 0.05. What do you con-
clude? (Note: Your Minitab results will not agree exactly with the Fisher LSD results
on page 129.) Which extrusion pressure maximizes yield? If, due to other considera-
tions, you want to maximize yield while minimizing extrusion pressure, which pressure
should you use based on your Tukey multiple comparisons results?

v. In order for your results in part iii and iv to be reliable, the four random error assump-
tions you should be met, at least approximately. Check these by duplicating the author’s
analyses and graphs in section 4.1.2. (Note that you can’t do any checks/graphs based
on the order in which the data were collected - randomization was used but the au-
thor does not provide the ordering info.) What do you conclude about the ANOVA
assumptions/requirements.
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2: Do problem 4.7 on page 157 of your book as follows:

i. Write out the effects model for this experiment and clearly describe all parameters/effects
in your model.

ii. Do part a by entering the data into Minitab and using the General Linear Model rou-
tine. Be sure to include your output in the hw. State and test the hypotheses for
determining if there are differences between the hardness readings of the tips. Also,
state and test the hypotheses for determining if there were significant block/coupon
differences in hardness.

iii. Do part b by using Tukey’s method since Minitab does not provide Fisher’s method.
What do you conclude at α = 0.05.

iv. Skip part c but make sure, from problem 1, that you know how to analyze the residuals,
e.g., check the random error assumptions.

3 Which cultivar (“breed” of grass) to use for golf greens?! From previous studies two culti-
vars (“1” and “2”) were found to have the greatest resistance to various diseases. Researchers
determined from discussions with golf course superintendents that the performance measure
of greatest interest was the speed that a ball rolls on the green after being struck with a put-
ter. To determine which cultivar had the greatest green speed, the researchers constructed
24 putting greeens, randomly assigning each cultivar to eight of those greens. A factor that
was considered to be important but not controllable was the humidity at the time of the
speed measurements. Thus, it was decided to record humidity and use it as a covariate. The
measurements of speed (in distance traveled by the ball in feet) and humidity for the three
cultivars is provided by the following data set:

www.rose-hulman.edu/~inlow/cultivar2.MTW

i. Create a scatter plot of speed vs. humidity by cultivar using Graph -> Scatterplot

-> Groups and selecting cultivar for the grouping variable. Taking into account the
apparent effect of humidity on green speed, do there appear to be differences in average
green speed among the cultivars?

ii. Formally analyze the data using analysis of covariance as follows:

1. The plot from part i suggests that the relationship between speed and humidity is
linear. Construct a model which allows each cultivar to have a different slope and
intercept.

2. Determine if the data meet the regression assumptions.

3. Irrespective of your results in part 2, test the null hypothesis that there is no
difference in average speed across the cultivars. At α = 0.10 what do you conclude;
is one cultivar faster on average?
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4. Irrespective of your results in part 2, test the null hypothesis that the slope of
speed vs. humidity does not differ across the two cultivars. What do you conclude
at α = 0.10? What is the practical implication of your conclusion regarding the
superiority of one cultivar over the other in humid areas vs. dry ones?

iii. In order for your analysis in part ii to be reliable, the random error assumptions need to
be met. Check them using residual analysis. What do you conclude?

4. Consider the following data from a replicated (n = 2) two-factor experiment with two
levels (“lo” and “hi”) for each factor:

B

lo hi

lo 280, 290 300, 310

A

hi 230, 235 260, 240

i. Write out a GLM/regression model for analyzing these data which allows for interaction
between factors A and B. Be sure to describe all terms in your model.

ii. Enter the above data into Minitab, construct the necessary columns/indicator variables,
and analyze the data using Stat -> Regression -> Regression. Be sure to include
a copy of the resulting output in your hw.

iii. Using the regression output from part ii., determine if the mean of the response variable
is a function of factors A and B as follows:

1. Is there interaction between A and B? Test at α = 0.05; what do you conclude?

2. Is there a main effect of A? Test at α = 0.05; what do you conclude?

3. Is there a main effect for B? Test at α = 0.05; what do you conclude?

4. What level of A and B should you use to maximize the mean of the response
variable?

iv. Note: you should check the random error assumptions but do not do so – Merry Christ-
mas!
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